Safran introduces the enhanced version of its JetLife mobile application for nacelle service bulletins

MRO Europe, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, October 17, 2018

Safran Nacelles today unveiled the latest version of its JetLife mobile application, which provides airline operators with up-to-date information on service bulletins (SBs – Technical document which informs changes to or inspections of equipment required by manufacturers) for an entire nacelle fleet. Already available for A380 nacelles, it has been expanded to cover Airbus A320neo nacelles and is ready for the upcoming service entry of Airbus’ A330neo.

For subscribed airline operators, JetLife provides information on the modifications and inspections required when service bulletins are issued. Its collaborative nature enables customers to indicate which modifications/inspections have been implemented – aircraft-by-aircraft – allowing operators to follow their nacelle fleet as well as rate their satisfaction level. This feedback enables customers to benefit from Safran Nacelles’ support advice and recommendations to optimise operations. Additional features of the latest JetLife version include the direct updating of operators’ fleet information when new aircraft are introduced into service.

JetLife is a digital solution included in Safran Nacelles’ new NacelleLife™ services package, which offers a full range of nacelle services tailorable to operators’ requirements throughout an aircraft’s operational lifetime.

The application, available on Android and iOS devices, currently is being tested by several operators.

Safran Nacelles is present at this week’s MRO Europe exhibition on booth #5060 through October 18, 2018 at the RAI Amsterdam.

Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aircraft propulsion and equipment, space and defense markets. Safran has a global presence, with more than 58,000 employees and sales of 16.5 billion euros in 2017 Safran is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange, and is part of the CAC 40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices. Including Zodiac Aerospace, acquired by Safran in February 2018, the Group has over 91,000 employees and would have around €21 billion in adjusted revenues (pro forma 2016).

Safran Nacelles is a world leader for aircraft nacelles, with over 20,800 devices in service, and over 125,000 flight hours per day. The company is active in all segments of the market, from regional jets and corporate aircraft to the largest airliners.

For more information: http://www.safran-group.com and www.safran-nacelles.com / Follow @Safran and @SafranNacelles on Twitter
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